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DENMARK

UNDER
By Gunnar

O

T H E NAZI

HEEL

LeisHkow

N November 5,1942, a new German Minister to Denmark,
D r . K a r l Rudolf Werner Best, arrived in Copenhagen to
replace von Renthe-Fink, a career diplomat who had
represented the Reich in Denmark since pre-Nazi days. The new
Minister, a high SS officer and Gestapo official, has been in the
Foreign Service for only about six months and during this time
is said to have elaborated a "European constitution" in accordance with the ideas he formulated last year in his "Grossraumordnung und Grossverwaltung." His arrival was greeted with
the greatest apprehension by the Danes, who with their usual
sense of irony muttered that they expected a "best-ial" future.
Everything indicates that these Danish apprehensions are
justified and that the autonomy which the Germans have permitted occupied Denmark for more than two and a half years is
ending. The Nazis seem to have concluded that the preferential
treatment which they have accorded the Danes has not paid.
It has not won their sympathy and recently has not prevented
sabotage from increasing throughout the country. A n d with
North Africa in Allied hands the German supply situation is
now so tense that the Nazis cannot affiard to look too far ahead
and consider what will happen next year if they proceed to empty
their Danish storehouse this winter.
Even before Best arrived with his ominous title of "special
plenipotentiary of the Fiihrer," the Germans had presented a
ist of far-reaching demands to Foreign Minister Erik Scavenius,
whom they called to Berlin at the end of October. The most important demand was that a new Danish Government, in which
the Germans "could have confidence," be formed not later than
November 8. After long consultation with all parties, the Buhl
Cabinet decided, on the night of November 7, to yield to German
pressure and a Cabinet headed by Scavenius was formed.
Because of his signature of the Anti-Comintern Pact and because of several pro-German utterances Scavenius is one of the
most unpopular politicians in Denmark today, and we can take
it as certain that he was made Premier only at the explicit
demand of the Germans. It is not true, however, that Scavenius
is a Danish Quisling, as he is sometimes called by writers who
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should know better. H e is not even a Laval. He has no personal
lust for power and he is not himself either a Nazi or a Nazi
sympathizer. It simply has always been his axiom that Denmark, geographically exposed and economically dependent on
Germany, must never come into conflict with that country, no
matter what its regime. When he became Foreign Minister after
the invasion of Denmark, it was the opinion of many persons,
as well as his own firm conviction, that Germany had already
won the war. A cynic and a "realist," Scavenius believed that
the only chance Denmark had to save anything out of the wreck
of her independence in a German-dominated Europe was to accede to any German wishes, since, as he said, "we don't live in
the moon." His self-assurance and disloyal behavior irritated
his colleagues, but they were unable to get rid of him because
the Germans would not accept any other Danish Foreign Minister
except a Nazi.
Scavenius has succeeded on several occasions in dissuading the
Germans from forcing Quislings upon the Danish Government,
and his new Cabinet must be considered as a last attempt to
stave off—for a time at least — the complete Nazification of
the country. The new Cabinet includes not only a majority of
the members of the Buhl Cabinet, but also the president of the
Danish trade unions, Lauritz Hansen, and it was nominated by
King Christian himself and not by Crown Prince Frederik, who
was acting as regent during the King's illness.
The other most important demands of the Germans were
that 150,000 Danish workers be sent to Germany; that what remained of the Danish Navy be handed over to the Germans;
that "occupation Reichsmarks" be accepted in unlimited quantities as payment from members of the Wehrmacht, so that German
soldiers could clean out stores in Denmark as they have done in
other occupied countries; that Danish shipyards accept a twoyear building program for the German merchant marine; that
other Danish industries deliver large quantities of cement and
metal; and that Denmark ultimately give in to the long-standing
German demand for the institution of anti-Semitic laws on the
Niirnberg model. It is quite possible that the Germans even
demanded a Danish declaration of war against the Soviet Union;
but if such was the case, Scavenius seems to have convinced the
Nazis that the proposal could not be carried out by any Danish
Government which was not out-and-out pro-Nazi.
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T o understand the background of this turn in Danish affairs
we must review developments since the German attack on Denmark on April 9, 1940. This attack had been expected in Danish
political and military circles. The General Staff feared an invasion in the very first days of the war, and, beginning in January
1940, the Danish and Norwegian Governments were informed
repeatedly by their legations in Berlin that the Germans were
preparing a military expedition. These attacks failed to materialize; but during the first week of April the danger signals increased.
The general uneasiness in Denmark mounted steadily. Then
came, in rapid succession, the German ultimatum, its acceptance
under protest, the end of the brief Danish resistance and the
occupation of all of Denmark by the Nazis.
Why did the Danes give up so easily? Why did they not fight,
even against hopeless odds, as did the Norwegians, the Dutch,
the Belgians and so many others?
In the first place, Denmark has no natural defenses against
modern warfare. The landscape is flat and devoid of natural
barriers. The only really effectual modern defense is, as this
war has shown, a mobile defense in depth, and Denmark is too
small for that. Jutland, the largest section, is only some 150 miles
long and from 30 to 100 miles broad; panzer divisions and motorized troops could cross it in no time.
In the second place, when Denmark allowed her armed forces
to deteriorate after the First World War she was only following
a general world-wide trend. Humanity, aghast at the results of
militarism, took refuge in wishful thinking about permanent
peace and the ability of the League of Nations to maintain it.
The world woke late to a realization of the new danger and was
slow to do anything about it. Even the Great Powers were reluctant to turn to arms again; it took a desperate situation to make
up the minds of most of the democracies.
Denmark, as all small countries, received the concept of " c o l lective security" with enthusiasm, and great was her disillusionment when the futility of the Geneva arrangements became
apparent. One by one the weaker nations, China, Ethiopia,
Albania, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, learned that whatever collective security meant, it did not mean security for them.
The world began to rearm, and even Denmark began to discuss
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defense problems again. But the viewpoint prevailed that the
arms which a small, exposed country could obtain would hardly
augment its security, and the development of the world situation
strengthened this view. What was the good of rearmament, it
was asked, when the most heavily armed of Europe's smaller
countries, Czechoslovakia, had been forced, by its friends, to
capitulate without striking a blow? Furthermore, private investigations in Britain furnished evidence that no he p could be expected in an emergency from Denmark's best friend among the
Great Powers. The utmost Danish military leaders could promise
the Government was that even if the country rearmed they could
hold out for a few days, perhaps a week or so, until help could
arrive from abroad — help which, they had to add, probably
would not come at all, or at least not in time.
So Denmark decided against rearmament. In 1864 she had
shown the world that her population did not lack soldierly qualities when she defended herself heroically, if hopelessly, against
two Great Powers, Prussia and Austria. But by 1940 the technique of modern aggressive warfare had outrun her defensive possibilities. Although more populous and richer, she was actually in
a position similar to that of her sister nation, Iceland, which
made not even a pretense that she would defend herself, but proclaimed in 1918 her permanent undefended neutrality in all future
wars. It was Denmark's bad luck that geography had placed her
next to Germany, and not, like her happier sister, near Britain.
But if Denmark was not in a position to defend herself, why
did the Government not leave the country and direct resistance
from abroad, as the Luxembourg Government did a few months
later? M a n y Danes wish today that the Government had done
so. There are several reasons why it did not.
In the first place, the idea apparently did not occur to anybody.
Denmark was the first neutral country to be overrun in this
war; and it was a novel idea that a government which was not
able to wage war should go abroad to carry on some other form
of resistance from foreign soil. Besides, the suggestion would
hardly have appealed to the Danes. It would have been looked
upon, even by the Cabinet members, not as a patriotic effort,
but as primarily an unheroic flight from the Gestapo, who had
been jailing and torturing Austrian and Czechoslovak cabinet
ministers.
Moreover, the Danish Government, unlike the Dutch and the
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Luxembourgers some weeks later, really had nowhere to go. It
was known that southern Norway was being attacked simultaneously by the Germans, and it was thought that Sweden
might be in the same position in a few hours. In any case, a still
neutral Sweden would hardly dare to allow a Danish refugee
government to function from Swedish territory. A n d there was
no time to try to get away to Britain. The Germans had started
to bomb Danish airfields even before the ultimatum expired.
Less than half the Cabinet had been able to assemble before the
invasion began; the Minister of the Interior had been arrested
in the street by German soldiers before he even knew the country
had been attacked.
Ill

The people of Copenhagen learned of the invasion at 6:00 A . M .
on April 9, half an hour after the acceptance of the ultimatum.
Leaflets, printed in advance and signed " Kaupisch, commander
of the German troops in Denmark," were dropped from bombers.
Kaupisch had arrived the day before as a " t o u r i s t " and after
the appearance of the first troops he transformed his hotel into
German Headquarters.
The pretext for the occupation was the usual one. The Germans
had come to protect the country against the British and to
guarantee peace in Scandinavia. In addition to the usual invitation not to resist but to go peacefully about one's daily business,
this document contained a statement of the greatest political
and diplomatic importance. It was a promise that the Danish
" A r m y and Navy shall be maintained, the Danish people's
freedom respected and the country's future independence fully
guaranteed."
Whatever the German Government's ultimate aim may have
been, there seems no reason to believe that the signer of this
proclamation did not mean to keep his promise. The main
interest of the German Army was to get things done smoothly,
and it knew that the least troublesome way to run an occupied
country is to run it through native leaders. Even in Norway,
where the whole country first had to be conquered, the Germans
tried this method for some six months and gave it up only on
direct orders from Hitler and against the wishes of his military
advisers. It was the German Army which ran the show in Denmark, and it was some time before Himmler was even allowed to

